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• A database has:
1. Users’ Data. This represents all of the information put into the system by
the users or systems that need to store it for later retrieval.
2. Metadata. Information about the data. This separation of data from its
definition is important, per below.
• A Database Management System (DBMS) is the package of software utilities that
manage the storage and retrieval of the users’ data and presents it in a view. This
diagram shows how a DBMS isolates its storage and processing data from the end
users. The users have an abstract (artificially generated) view of the data, which
enables them to manipulate data without worrying about where it is located. This
is all possible through layers of abstraction:
1. The Physical Layer contains the files that hold all the data for the
database. Most DBMSs use multiple files across several disks for better
performance (MS Access uses only one file.). Users do not know or
control where the data is actually stored.
2. The Internal Layer consists of abstract structures assembled from the
Physical Layer. Depending on the DBMS, this may consist of a set of
tables, a hierarchical layout, a connected set of nodes, etc. Every user
sees this common format.
3. The External Layer is the collection of user views. They can be
predefined and stored in the database for reuse, such as a report, or they
can be temporary, such as results held in memory until the user logs out.
Trivia: The original term for “database” was “data bank”. The abbreviation DB is a
historical reference to this name.
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A city map, table of contents, org chart, and blueprint are examples of models. We use
them to help envision, design, or navigate something. Each model has symbols and
notations that people understand.
Data models describe how the data is represented and used. It uses structures and tools
to isolate the underlying physical storage from the view of the data.
Why should we spend time on data modeling? Experience has shown that the more time
spent in the requirements and design stages of a project, the more smoothly the rest goes.
This results in a higher quality system at a lower overall cost. More specific reasons are:
Documents business processes and rules – Business rules are constraints or assertions
that define the way a company is run. Some rules are best managed by the database,
while others are better within the application logic. Including rules in the design helps data
architects decide how to best implement these rules.
Visualize the relationships – Diagrams are often the best way to communicate data
structures and business rules to a diverse audience.
Illustrate impact analysis – Having a complete view of the company’s data in one place
allows easier analysis of what areas will be affected if a requirement changes.
Promote standardization – Data models are an excellent way to define a common
vocabulary across a company. Violations from the standard become more obvious.
Provide for future expansion – Models can show data structures as currently implemented,
along with the desired future state. This allows projects to be planned in phases to move
them to the ultimate solution. A company’s data usually exists before systems are
developed to manage it, and survives long after systems are retired.
Enable reuse – A good data model defines things generically enough to allow reuse of
concepts for multiple purposes. Reuse means the programmers may have less code to
write.
Improve data quality – A good data model defines every concept one time. This reduces
the chance of potentially out-of-sync copies of information and logic.
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In 1985, E.F. Codd published a list of criteria to which a “fully relational” database should
adhere. This is a summary.
1. A table is a representation of the data in a row/column matrix format. As mentioned
earlier, this is the internal description of the layout, not the physical storage.
2. A row represents an occurrence or instance of data in a table. When you run a command
to ask for data, you are asking for certain rows based on set of criteria. The criteria usually
consists of value ranges of certain columns.
3. A column represents a property or characteristic of an instance of data. The database’s
metadata for this includes the name, format (number, date, etc.) and max size.
4. Each row/column intersection is a single data value. “Single” (atomic) is defined by the
business: A number, date, text phrase, etc. This is very important, as it is the basis for
many aspects of database design. Think of a single cell of a spreadsheet. If you tried to
put multiple values there, how would you decipher the pieces? What if the way you
separate them (comma, semicolon, etc.) happens to be part of the actual data?
5. All values have the same storage format. In a spreadsheet, you can format the display of
columns to be text, number or dates. But you cannot enforce data to be entered correctly.
It is possible to type a text value in a column formatted as a date. Databases, however,
require a common format upon entry.
6. Each column has rules that define the permissible values. These are called constraints.
There are several ways to enforce these, such as data types and triggers.
7. Order of rows and columns is not predictable. A database stores data based on the
optimal means to organize and retrieve it. You should never assume that the order of
insertion is the same as the order of occurrence of the data. A user can specify the order
when retrieving data.
8. Each table has key(s) to identify rows. We will look at keys later.
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This illustration of a table named Movie shows many of the characteristics
listed on the earlier page.
• Each row in this table represents one Movie instance. The headings
across the top are the names of the columns.
• Although MOVIE_TITLE would appear to have multiple values in some
instances, the phrase is considered one data value in this case.
• The NULL cells indicate the lack of a value. Some DBMS programs like
MySQL actually show “NULL” like this to distinguish it from a bunch of
blanks, which is not the same thing.
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• These are some ways that data can be arranged. Various products support
different layouts. Some products such as Oracle support multiple.
• Some layouts can be simulated. For example, relational databases, which
are two-dimensional (rows and columns) can simulate multiple dimensions
using a “star schema” layout.
• There are many products that provide graphical views for each of these
layouts.
• We will mostly focus on Entity-Relationship (“E-R”) models. Sometimes
they are called ERDs, for Entity-Relationship Diagrams.
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• Shown in the small table at left are a few of the concepts used in E-R
models that represent the structures in a relational database. We’ll be using
these terms interchangeably.
• Database tables come from the titles of the boxes (entities). Columns
come from the words (attributes) shown within the entities.
• In E-R language, a row is informally known as an instance. E-R models do
not show these, but instead show relationships that describe how
instances of entities relate to each other.
• The rules that define the permissible values of an attribute are called
domains in the E-R world, but they are not usually shown, except for
required (boldface) vs. optional (regular).
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• E-R diagrams come in different flavors depending on the level of detail you
want to provide. As you move towards a Physical model, you add an
increasing amount of detail or concreteness and rigor.
• An analogy of a Conceptual model is a sketch of an idea for the design of
a house. It is a high-level, business-friendly view that customers will need
to understand. These users are often not technically-savvy.
• There is not a lot of agreement as to the nature of this model. Usually,
Conceptual models have high-level entities and attributes. Sometimes
attributes are omitted.
• The audience of this model need only understand the symbols. All of the
words should be expressed in terms they already know.
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• An analogy of a Logical model is the first detailed drawings of house.
• A Logical model introduces keys and other technical features. It is broken
out into pieces to eliminate redundancy (normalization) and possibly made
generic for support of future changes (abstraction). We will explain these
terms later.
• This is too complex for a non-technical customer to understand. The
audience for this generally consists of internal teams such as developers
and system analysts.
• Although the specific brand of DBMS is not relevant yet, a Logical model is
tailored to the relational technology, which includes Oracle, SQL Server, and
others.
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• An analogy of a Physical model is the final blueprints of a house.
• It is an exact replica of the database’s internal layer. Every box matches
one database table, and every phrase within a box matches one column in
the table.
• Note the addition of physical database detail and the absence of some
entities from the Logical model. The audience for this includes the technical
people who write software or administer the server.
• The Physical model takes into account the database platform being used:
Oracle, SQL Server, MySQL, etc. Each platform may have differences,
such as naming standards and data types.
• It also considers the specific usage of the database…a web site, reporting,
or something else. This creates the performance expectations for different
operations. For instance, a web site’s database needs to be fast for adding
records, but not necessarily as fast for retrieving old records.
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• Now we begin to look at the first deliverable we will build for database
design: The Conceptual model. This model provides the business
understanding that drives all implementations.
• These steps may be done in pieces, not necessarily all at once. Customer
discussion may be random and project management may be agile.
• You can start on the Conceptual Model while talking to the customer. Ask
them to help review it.
• In some companies, business/system analysts may have already
documented business rules that describe relationships before a data
architect is even involved. But it is best to let the data architect hear things
first hand.
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• In addition to interviews, it is important to gather information from a variety
of sources. Here are some additional notes regarding internal systems.
• Examining an old computer system is sometimes is the only way to find out
how a business operates. However, do not assume that the data format is
accurate. Rules may be relaxed over time because it was too hard to
change the design.
• Reports, forms, & sample data help eliminate guesswork on valid value
rules. Sometimes a requirement for data is wrong because the existing data
shows otherwise. Example: An Account “Number” is really not numeric.
• Prototypes: If you receive an unfinished prototype done by someone else,
treat it as a reference only. Otherwise you may waste a lot of time undoing
the mistakes, shortcuts, or assumptions the designer made.
• When possible, consult existing models developed by industry experts.
Why reinvent the wheel if they have already solved a problem?
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• A database design does not necessarily match any particular application.
The needs are different. Application users do not want to traverse dozens of
screens (web pages) to get their job done. So they are typically built to
show multiple concepts on one screen and repeated later. On the flip side,
if a database were designed this way, the redundant data would be hard to
find and synchronize.
• Modern programming methods isolate the screen logic from the data logic,
to allow for reuse of common functions.
• We even develop multiple databases because there are different
expectations among users: Those doing data entry, versus operational
reporting, versus predictive analytics. Someone managing a bank account
cannot work with sales data arranged for pie charts; one user’s performance
or display would suffer.
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• Definitions are critical for common understanding of concepts expressed by
a data model. They are also helpful in revealing problems with the model.
• This step may be part of a Data Governance process. Both entities and
attributes are fair game; nothing should appear in a data model unless it is
defined. As they are defined, you may need to add definitions.
• All of the examples shown are bad.
• Often, people get lazy and simply restate the words in the definition.
However, it is OK to use a term defined elsewhere.
• It is also very common to accidentally define the wrong thing. In the
Associate ID example above, the definition wrongly describes the
entity. That should be separate.
• Some people simply try to define things with examples. While they
add clarity, examples can’t stand on their own.
• Be careful using a generic site like Wikipedia to define something. Its
definition may be too generic for your use. It is better to consult industryspecific web sites or experts at your company.
• Should you use complete sentences? It really doesn’t matter, as long as
you are consistent.
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• Business rules are the foundation of requirements. You have to know the
rules before you can design a database to handle them.
• Sometimes you need to determine the entities before you can properly write
a rule. That’s why the Conceptual modeling steps may go out of order.
• If written properly, business rules help define entities, attributes,
relationships and cardinalities. At this point we are not concerned about
how we will implement these rules in a database.
• This page identifies two example types of rules. There are arguably many
other ways to categorize rules, but they are out of scope for the Conceptual
model.
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• Entities represent a place to collect data.

• Not all entities are “things” you can see or touch. For example, can
you hold an inquiry (the set of questions) in your hand?
• An entity may describe something in the past. Note this is not the
same as history of changes to something that exists.
• An entity may represent something that will exist at a later point in
time. For instance, a brand new order entry system will not have
“orders” until someone creates one.
• Note that attributes are also nouns. Distinguishing attributes and values is
one of the hardest aspects of data modeling. The question here is, what is
the property that holds values of something? The property is a noun.
• Example: “The color of your hair is blonde”. Color is the attribute,
and blonde is just a value that the color can be.
• Example: “A vehicle can be a car, truck or SUV.” Car, truck and SUV
are values of a hidden attribute called category or type.
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• Often we are given informational statements from which we derive entities,
then attributes for the entities. These statements may be in a document or
notes from a conversation. Expect them to be informal and disorganized;
the data architect’s job is to organize the thoughts.
• These are some tricks that people use to discover entities and attributes. It
takes time to do this, and you’ll likely get it wrong first attempt.
• Sometimes you realize that you mischaracterized something as an attribute.
Some attributes may break down into more nouns (such as the
Manufacturer example here) until you have reached the lowest level of
granularity. That is part of the modeling process.
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• A relationship relates two entities. Verbs in business rules provide clues,
such as “Each customer places orders”.
• Cardinality is the degree of a relationship. Looks for modifying adjectives
or adverbs within a relationship rule, such as “Each customer may place
many orders.”
• In the first example shown, Invoice is said to have a One-to-Many (1:M)
relationship cardinality to Invoice Line Item. In the 2nd example, BookAuthor is a Many-to-Many (M:N or M:M) cardinality.
• A relationship with One-to-One (1:1) cardinality is also possible
(example: Building-Roof).
• Relationships can also involve more than two entities, as well as one
entity related to itself.
• Cardinality needs to consider the possibility of past and future relationships.
In addition to the present, have there previously been multiple instances of
entity B for each instance of entity A, or will there be?
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• This is a summary view of how a Conceptual E-R diagram depicts a parentchild relationship.
• The business rules, if documented well, should give you a clue as to what
relates and how. Not all entities have a direct relationship. Sometimes you
must try to pick the best choice. It is best to avoid “triangular” connections
to eliminate redundancy.
• When reading an relationship starting with “Each entity X…”, refer to the
symbol on the opposite side of the entity to read its cardinality.
A very common mistake when learning E-R models is to read the rule
2 as “Many Devices are made by one Manufacturer”, using the diagram
here. While this is correct, this is a restatement of the rule 1.
Each relationship describes two rules because it is bi-directional.
Both start with “Each entity X…”
• Sometimes people include verb phrases on the relationship lines based on
the business rule. However, this can create clutter.
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• When a hierarchy of types exists, we use a special relationship called a
subtype. This separates the attributes of an entity into smaller buckets
(subtypes), based on the value of some attribute called the discriminator.
Examples include a classification, category, or style.
• In this layout, a subtype entity contains attributes specific to one
classification/category. The supertype contains the attributes common to
all subtypes.
• This is not a parent-child. The subtype extends or adds onto the definition
of the supertype. It is a 1:1 relationship.
• The triangle shape is the symbol used in some tools, although there is no
consensus on this. The discriminator name usually appears next to the
subtype symbol to denote the differentiator.
• There may be any number of subtypes and levels of depth. As you navigate
downward in a hierarchy, you encounter entities having a more narrow
scope concreteness.
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• From the Characteristics of a Relational DB page, item 4 states that each
row/column intersection must house a single data value.
• This addresses situations where attributes need to be broken down into
individual pieces to satisfy this characteristic. People often violate this, not
realizing there will be an adverse impact in searching for, validating, and
updating data.
• Whether these issues exist in the data model depends on the way the
company manages and reports on its data.
• In a Conceptual Model, it may be OK to have these issues to keep it simple
for the audience. But for a Logical Model and beyond, the more strict rules
apply.
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• Composite or multi-part attributes consist of several imbedded
components.
• For an existing database, clues that something is composite include
a very long max length or imbedded separator characters in the data.
• How far do you need to go? It depends. What do users need to search by,
group by, or report on?
• The example shown is typical. Most companies report on sales or
production volume by state, but not something like street suffix. If
you are a pizza delivery restaurant, one string of text will do, but if
you are delivering packages, you may need more breakdown.
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• Multi-valued attributes are those that can have more than one value at the
same time or across time.
• For an existing database, clues that something is multi-valued
include very long max lengths and plural column names.
• To store multiple values would require comma-separated lists or something
similar. But retrieval needs to be considered: The logic would be harder, and
performance may suffer because parsing strings can be costly. What if the
actual data has commas in it?
• Two solutions are shown. The first one is less desirable, because the
design has to change each time another Favorite Movie Type is added. The
better solution is to add a child entity to hold each of the many values, one
per row.
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• How do I relate many Orders to a Product, and many Products to an Order?
Databases do not directly support M:M relationships because that would
require multi-valued attributes on each side, which violates the RDBMS rule.
• Associative entities (a.k.a. bridge, linking, etc.) convert a M:M into two
1:M’s. The “center” entity is a child of both original entities.
• The entity holds an enumeration of all connections between instances of the
two parents. It often has its own attributes, such as Quantity Ordered shown
here.
• If there is a name for the association, such as Order Item, then use it.
Otherwise, a compound phrase like “Entity1 Entity2” works fine.
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• A consistent look and feel to a model makes a big difference to the
audience. Everything about “first impressions” applies here. You never
know who will see this design.
• Some suggestions are shown here. For a Conceptual Model, the rules are
less strict. What’s most important is to use the business terminology.
• Come up with standards that make sense for your company, and use them
consistently!
• Abbreviations are always a subject for debate. Some suggestions:
1. Keep in mind that abbreviations are essentially a new language, so the
more people have to learn, the slower their productivity will be.
2. Don’t use an abbreviation unless you have to. Conceptual Models almost
never need them, but Physical models do if the chosen DBMS is limited
(example: Oracle).
3. Use approved corporate acronyms to reduce the need. For example, if
LOB (Line of Business ) is well understood and documented, then use it.
In the Physical mode, it is common to establish an approved list of suffix
words.
4. Start with the most common words first, so people don’t have as many new
ones to learn.
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• This is a sample design problem with some intentional ambiguity, to
simulate the kinds of real-life decisions that have to be made. In this
situation, the “customer” is not really available, so you must take guesses.
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• The only available requirements are what is listed here, plus the sample
handouts: A guest receipt and two sample reports.
• Use the 2nd page of the handouts to write down the names of the entities
and their attributes. On the back side, use the template provided to list the
relationships and their cardinality.
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The Mar-a-Lago Hotel
1100 South Ocean Boulevard Palm Beach, Florida 33480

GUEST RECEIPT
Guest Information
Guest Name and
Address

Kushner-Trump family
1600 Pennsylvania Ave.
Suite E
Washington, DC 20500

Preferred Customer #
A101202303404
212-234-5678
Phone #
itrump@gmail.com
Email

Hotel Stay Details
Check-in Date
No. of Adults
Room Number
Room Daily Rate

2/1/2017
2
606
$ 749.00

Check-out Date
No. of Children
Type of Room

2/8/2017
7
No. of Nights
3
5
Total Guests
2-BR 2-BA Suite 1 King 2 Double

Other Charges
2/1/2017
2/2/2017
2/3/2017
2/3/2017
2/5/2017
2/6/2017
2/7/2017

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

150.00
45.50
9.99
101.01
234.56
52.00
123.45

X Presidential Bar & Grill
Presidential Bar & Grill
Presidential Bar & Grill
X Presidential Bar & Grill
X Presidential Bar & Grill
Presidential Bar & Grill
Presidential Bar & Grill

Room Service
X Room Service
Room Service
Room Service
Room Service
X Room Service
Room Service

Little Mexico Gift Shop
Little Mexico Gift Shop
Little Mexico Gift Shop
Little Mexico Gift Shop
Little Mexico Gift Shop
Little Mexico Gift Shop
X Little Mexico Gift Shop

Other
Other
X Other
Other
Other
Other
Other

Billing Information
Taxes
Total Amount Due

$
536.36
$ 6,495.87

Payment Date
Approval Code

2/8/2017
8675309

Credit Card #
Name on Card

1234-5678-9012-3456
Ivanka M Trump

Thank you for staying with us! Come again soon.

The Mar-a-Lago Hotel
SAMPLE REPORTS

US State
Florida
Dist. of Columbia
Texas
Michigan
Pennsylvania
California
Ohio
Kentucky

Month
Jan 2016
Feb 2016
Mar 2016
Apr 2016
May 2016
Jun 2016
Jul 2016
Aug 2016
Sep 2016
Oct 2016
Nov 2016
Dec 2016

Total Sales by Guest's
Home State
January 2017
$
1,310,000
$
1,290,000
$
1,120,000
$
1,090,000
$
1,030,000
$
777,000
$
650,000
$
246,000

Total Guests By
Month
2016
642
762
1012
1131
1567
2034
2258
2187
1035
983
1156
1246

Total Sales by Guest's Home State
January 2017
$1,400,000
$1,200,000
$1,000,000
$800,000
$600,000
$400,000
$200,000
$-

Total Guests By Month
2016
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
Jan
2016

Feb
2016

Mar
2016

Apr
2016

May
2016

Jun Jul 2016 Aug
2016
2016

Sep
2016

Oct
2016

Nov
2016

Dec
2016

The Mar-a-Lago Hotel
DATA MODEL - ENTITIES AND ATTRIBUTES
Entity Name:

Entity Name:

Entity Name:

Attributes:

Attributes:

Attributes:

Entity Name:

Entity Name:

Entity Name:

Attributes:

Attributes:

Attributes:

Examples:

Entity Name:

Hotel Bill

Entity Name:

Payment

Attributes:

Guest Name

Attributes:

Credit Card Number

Total Amount

Date Paid

Room Number

Approval Code

The Mar-a-Lago Hotel
DATA MODEL - RELATIONSHIP PAIRS
EACH

(entity) RELATES TO

(exactly one/zero or more)

(entity).

EACH

(entity) RELATES TO

(exactly one/zero or more)

(entity).

EACH

(entity) RELATES TO

(exactly one/zero or more)

(entity).

EACH

(entity) RELATES TO

(exactly one/zero or more)

(entity).

EACH

(entity) RELATES TO

(exactly one/zero or more)

(entity).

EACH

(entity) RELATES TO

(exactly one/zero or more)

(entity).

EACH

(entity) RELATES TO

(exactly one/zero or more)

(entity).

EACH

(entity) RELATES TO

(exactly one/zero or more)

(entity).

EACH

(entity) RELATES TO

(exactly one/zero or more)

(entity).

EACH

(entity) RELATES TO

(exactly one/zero or more)

(entity).

Example Pair:
EACH

Hotel Bill

(entity) RELATES TO

zero or more

(exactly one/zero or more)

Payment

(entity).

EACH

Payment

(entity) RELATES TO

exactly one

(exactly one/zero or more)

Hotel Bill

(entity).

• This solution simply takes all of the subheadings on the Guest Receipt and
makes them entities, with the fields under each as they were printed. See
the next page for a picture of this solution.
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• This is the initial solution as depicted in E-R format. Notice there are many
issues with this approach. The solutions for some of them are discussed in
the next topic.
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• Improvements include:
1. A new Hotel Rooms entity creates an official list for the system to
select. In most hotels, each room may have a different arrangement
(type).
2. The Guest Name and Address field is split into a Name plus multiple
address fields. This is done because of the sample report that
showed sales by US State of residence. Do we also need to split
Guest names into first + last? So far, no.
3. A new Charge Type column replaces the enumeration of charges.
That layout was subject to change, even for something as simple as
the renaming of the gift shop. Renaming columns can be difficult to
do later.
4. No. of Nights and Total Guests are eliminated. It is best to omit
easily computed attributes in a database that handles transactions,
especially when the components are in the same table. Adding two
numbers can be done on the fly when users want a summary.
Leaving the attributes there would force programmers to keep this
value in sync if the components change.
5. Taxes is eliminated. Where did it go? The suggestion here is to
make it an Other Charge. That way, charges go in one table, and
payments in another. The entity names need improvements for this
to make sense, but that is saved for the next page…
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• Improvements include:
1. The new yellow entities are called lookup tables. They hold a list of
valid possibilities so the program can prevent user entry errors,
since that is the focus of this database.
• We will discuss later about databases for reporting, which may
merge such tables back into the child ones for faster speed.
2. All entity and attribute names are standardized. Everyone on the
project should be part of the discussion on how to best name these
tables and columns.
• This layout is probably too detailed for a Conceptual model at your
company. This is closer to a Logical model, although not all required parts
are present yet.
• Is this the “best” solution? It depends. We didn’t solve every problem, such
as how to handle the tax rate. Also, if you learn about other requirements,
you may discover something is wrong. Now is the time to spend a little time
looking ahead, before you build a Physical model and deploy the
database.
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1

2

• Shown here are two sample sets of data from a hypothetical hospital medical
records system. On someone’s first visit to the hospital, the system assigns a
Medical Record # that stays with him/her across visits. This is an alternate to the
SSN for public usage at the hospital. Each Patient’s visit is assigned to an
Attending Physician.
• All attributes are atomic and single-valued, and there are no M:M relationships.
Yet these issues still exist (per shaded areas):
1. Incomplete or bad data (yellow) – Betty’s SSN is missing, which is
required for insurance. The Condition can’t be abbreviated, or else
statistical analysis becomes difficult. Birth dates need to be valid for
business rule checking (ex: <= today) and analysis (ex: Average age of
patients). Physician ID must be one of the valid choices.
2. First Name/Last name discrepancy (dark pink) – Scooby has two different
last names.
3. SSN + Admission Date & MR # + Admission Date (orange) duplications –
Scooby & Donald appear to have been admitted twice on the same
date/time. Note that the Patient Encounter IDs are different, but this does
not address the duplication issue.
4. Conflicting data (light pink) – Mickey Mouse and George Jetson have the
same MR #.
• While a Conceptual model can’t resolve these types of data issues, the Logical and
Physical models can incorporate design improvements and constraints to eliminate
them. That’s the topic of the next few pages.
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•

•

•

•

•

A key is a rule used in relational databases that governs uniqueness. The rule lists the set
of one or more columns whose values, collectively, never did and never will repeat in a
table. For example, the combination of Driver’s license # + State might identify a unique
driver.
The PK specifies the database identifier of a row. There is always one per table. Once
declared and used, it is very difficult to change its value because of possible connections
via FK’s (see below). Although a PK can be attached to business data column(s), it is
usually best to create a dummy ID (called a surrogate key) for the PK to allow all other
data to change if needed.
• On the previous page, the Patient Encounter ID and Physician ID columns are both
PKs.
• The PK should never be hard-coded into logic, because it has no meaning and is
not consistent if the row is copied across databases.
An alternate (business) key (AK) is used for uniqueness of business data, not as a row
identifier. Business users and processes use AK’s to find data. An AK often consists of
multiple columns. People often forget to enforce these.
• On the previous page, the combos of {SSN, Admission Date} and {MR #,
Admission Date} should both be AK’s, to prevent duplicate encounters on the same
date/time.
A foreign key (FK) is a rule that links rows between tables. The table being referenced
(“parent”) has the PK to which a referencing (“child”) table links. The child table gets a
duplicate copy of the parent’s PK column(s). The rule guarantees that all values in the
chosen column(s) of the child table must match the value of a row’s PK in the parent table.
• On the previous page, the Attending Physician ID should have a FK rule that links
to the Physician ID of the Staff Physician table, to ensure that a valid ID is used.
An attribute can participate in more than one key definition. It is possible to have a column
be part of a PK, FK and AK in the same table.
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• Normalization optimizes a data model to ensure:
1. Each entity = a single topic.
2. Each attribute is only in one entity (except keys).
3. All attributes in an entity describe the entire key (and nothing else). Another way to
say this: We need the entire key’s value (all columns) to know the value of an
attribute.
• There isn’t a sequence of steps, although there are levels of adherence. Each level has a
set of rules. Here, we only focus on the final result.
• Both diagrams on this page are the same entity, with issues separated for clarity. The
Enrollment table identifies which Student is enrolled in each Course at a college.
• In the first diagram, Student Major Code is solely dependent on Student ID, and Credit Hour
Count is solely dependent on Course Number. Neither attribute is affected by the value of
the other half of the key. These are called partial dependencies. Why is this a problem?
• Every time a student enrolls in a course, the Course Number + Credit Hour Count
relationship must be repeated. If they change the credit hours of a Course, all such
rows have to be updated. There is no unique list of Courses.
• Every time a student enrolls in a course, Student ID + Major Code relationship must
be repeated. If a student changes their major, the same issue applies.
• In the second diagram (same entity), Degree Name is solely dependent on Student Major
Code, which is in turn dependent on Student ID. This attribute is affected by an attribute
that is not even part of the key. This is called a transitive dependency.
• Every time a student enrolls in a class, the Student Major Code-Degree Name
relationship must be repeated.
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• This shows the updated E-R data model that solves these issues. The transitive
relationship between Student Major and Degree Name has been moved to its own
entity. This prevents a repeat of the same information on every Enrollment record
for the same Course or Student.
• The original Enrollment entity with PK=Student ID + Course Number is still needed
to reflect the relationship between Students and Courses, but the attributes that
depended only either part of the key (not both) moved to new parent entities.
Benefits:
1. Higher quality– If done correctly, you should have no instances of repeated data
in the model, except for PK/FK columns which are required to relate things.
2. Less programming – reduced duplication of design allows reuse of programming
logic. This means there are less things to code. Otherwise, there is a tendency to
design each table based on one system’s appearance, making other queries more
complex or slow.
3. Quicker changes – by grouping attributes having common purpose, rules, and
characteristics, you can isolate and manage design changes easier.
4. Better understanding – we may think we know which attributes belong in each
entity, but normalization can uncover issues with how the entities are defined &
related.
• Normalization is not meant for databases used for analytical processing, such as
trending analysis over large data sets. That requires a dimensional model, which
is not normalized.
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• A lookup table defines a list or array of possible values for an attribute. Its data is
commonly called reference data. “Lookup” refers to fact that something consults this entity
for either validation or translation of a code to a description.
• Data quality is improved because there is no need for every table to store copies of
descriptions and other data. Simply add a FK rule to an attribute whose value you wish to
constrain. The rule forces the values to match one of those in the PK of the lookup table.
• The data in a lookup table must be known and manageable (able to be kept up to date).
For example, a U.S. phone number field whose value is unpredictable is not a good
candidate.
Sample uses
1. Drop-down lists: These provide a user with a convenient way to select an item without
having to retype it every time. Please note: Drop-downs are not the only means to do this,
and drop-downs may be used for any data, not just lookup lists.
2. Enforce business rule: Lookup tables ensure values fit a prescribed domain.
3. Resolution: The lookup table holds the details, allowing the attribute to simply be a code or
number. You can retrieve the description when you run a report.
4. Multi-language support: Lookup tables can provide multiple versions of the same
descriptions for the a code.
• This shows how we model a lookup table in an ER diagram. They always have, at a
minimum, a small PK column such as a code, plus a description that can change.
• A alphanumeric code such as A for Active works best, so the attributes referencing it have
readable data. In the example, Governing State Code would be something readable like KY
or OH, not 12345.
• Note that the name of FK attributes do not have to match the PK.
• Hierarchies are possible with lookup lists. For example, State defines a political subdivision
of many Countries. A State lookup table could connect to a parent Country lookup table.
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• Sample constraint specifications are shown; they may not apply to every
case. Examples:
1. SSN is a set of nine digits, 0 through 9, and is
required.
2. Temperature must be a whole number between -50⁰
and 120⁰.
3. A student can receive an {A, B, C, D, or F}, with
a default of A.
A constraint does not necessarily dictate how the data is stored.
• Example: The domain of a birthdate is a valid calendar date. You
could store this in a text field and manually force the format to be
MM-DD-YYYY.

• Domains establish expectations, such as telling users how much data they
can enter, and telling developers how much space to allocate on a report or
screen.
• All major DBMSs provide limited range and discrete value validations using
a check constraint, which is a rule applied to the column definition. For
something more complex, you may need a trigger, which is a built-in
program that runs automatically when data is added, changed, or deleted.
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• Time-variant data is data that changes over time. The issue is how to
model the changes. Remember that an entity can represent something that
did, does, or will exist. There are two scenarios to consider:
1. Future effective or past expired data: An entire row of data has a time
range during which it is considered valid/alive/relevant to the customer.
Before or after that, it is not.
2. Changes in attribute values: A row of data looked a certain way one day,
then it changed.
• Solving #1 is simply a matter of adding dates to track a row’s lifetime.
• Solving #2 is shown here. In this example, the time-variant attributes move
to a new child entity that holds history. Note that this is identical to the
solution for multi-valued attributes, because a time-variant attribute has
multiple values over time.
• The Effective & Expiration Date track the range of time that the
attributes had their values. We call each history record a snapshot.
• Consider: What would this look like if Favorite Color were multivalued?
• These methods are used in data warehouses, whose primary purpose is to
store history.
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This section discusses the good and bad about various approaches to make the
design more extendable.

• Abstraction is not normalization, but its goal is similar: Reduce redundancy in the
design. The difference is that abstraction considers future requirements, whereas
normalization attempts to handle the current requirements.
• There are no rules for abstraction, just some techniques. We will look at one next.
Pros of a more flexible design
1. Easier analysis - A generic design handles more possible situations. So we do
not have to spend as much time designing each one.
2. More reusable design – Future changes have less harmful impact to the model
because the design is more flexible.
3. Less development time - This is especially true with subtypes. One set of logic
handles all of the attributes common to several entities.
Cons
1. Fewer validation rules – A generic design may not be able to enforce all rules,
because they must be relaxed to handle many situations at once. The burden
shifts to the application or report logic.
2. Higher risk of bad data – Due to less rules, there is an increased chance of bad
data quality.
3. Promotes abuse. Sometimes people will take advantage of a generic design to
throw anything they want into a column. You can help prevent this with strict
definitions for each attribute.
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• This method of abstraction tries to make entities more generic to handle
future additions. Sometimes this is called generalization.

• The two entities to the left are merged into the new model at the right. The
supertype holds the reusable attributes. In this example, we abstracted or
generalized Customer and Vendor Contact into Person, and merged First
Name, Last Name, Address, and Phone Number.
• In looking for duplication, we determine which subtype attributes’
meanings overlap. Good definitions are critical.
• Here, the term “Person” was invented. The business may not feel
these two entities are related, but IT was looking for a reusable
design. This can lead to disagreements over approach, so it’s
important to document the definition of “Person” so everyone knows
why it exists.
• Note that Address has to be optional because Vendor Contact’s is. We’ve
lost the business rule that required it on a Customer, so that may have to be
programmed by the application. The same issue applies to Phone Number,
as well as the lengths of the merged columns.
• Note that the PK of Vendor Contact becomes an AK because of the new PK
from the supertype Person.
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• This is also called custom attributes. The intent here is to allow for later
additions without impacting the design or programming logic. This is
especially a problem with 3rd-party products, which rarely contain everything
that every customer needs. Examples:
• Software sold to companies to manage details of their product
inventory
• System with expandable business lines that require custom fields
• In the top table, Claim Number is the primary key, so this is a list of claim
instances. (No alternate key is shown for simplicity.)
• The Attribute-Value approach converts all of the column names to values
within a Name column, across rows.
• The names of the attributes are still important so users know where to find
their data. It is best to tie the names to a Lookup table to ensure they are
valid.
• While adding data may be fast, searching for data is extremely slow.
Generally, this type of structure is only useful as a holding area prior to
being moved to a column-based format somewhere else. This means that
we are simply deferring the data modeling until later.
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These are some of the ways to prevent viewing and/or changing sensitive data from
unwanted readers:

1. Encryption - Hides data by making it unreadable unless you have a secret
password. It does not prevent a hacker from interfering with a data transfer, but it
does protect the contents. The recipient of data must use a shared (or private)
passcode to unlock the data and make it readable.
2. Validate User Input – This pertains to SQL injection, a dangerous situation where
a hacker intentionally changes the command wording, often by typing something
into a search field. The intent is to change the behavior of a query to vandalize or
steal information. For instance, someone with knowledge of the database could
append a command to drop a table! Validation removes punctuation and adds
delimiters to ensure user text doesn’t get treated as a command.
3. Create views or procedures – A view is a stored query on the server. Here, you
can use one to limit the results that users see. It could avoid sensitive columns,
for example. By only granting access to the view but not the table, you are
preventing access to certain data. A stored procedure works the same way,
except that it is an entire program that can perform more complicated logic.
4. Implement roles and schemas – A role is like a user group, with access rights
granted to any user assigned to it. A schema is a custom collection of tables. A
database administrator (DBA) can create roles that permit only certain functions,
and create schemas to group tables having common security needs. When
people come and go, simply assign or remove them from roles. Together, these
make security management much easier.
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• Everyone wants their database to return results “fast”. How fast? 1 second
or 1-nanosecond? The answer depends on the industry and context. If you
work at NASA, it better be lightning fast. If you buy something on the web,
you want timely response, but are OK if a payment takes a few seconds to
process.
• It’s easier to identify bad database performance than good database
performance—all it takes are complaints about slowness. Regardless of
perceptions, the goal of database performance is to execute queries as fast
as possible.
• Sometimes the same query might perform well one day, and poorly a day
later. This happens because the conditions change. Millions of rows may
be added, or someone created a new query that drags everything else
down. These are issues that a DBA has to monitor.

• Unless the users request it, do not do what is suggested in the lower right:
Simply force them to wait. This is a surrender. Please include a DBA in
discussions about the size of data, speed requirements, expected usage
patterns, etc., so they can help address things early in the process.
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This page lists some things you can do to tune the database. Many of these are
things that a DBA should handle. We’re only going to cover a little detail.
1. Efficient data types – Databases hold recent results in memory for faster access.
Larger columns can be wasteful because fewer rows can be held in memory at a
time.
2. Store derived data – If calculations are complex, pre-calculating the results and
storing them can make queries much faster. The drawback is that something has
to update the values if the underlying conditions change. For example, an Age
column must be updated daily at least. It is best to only store derived data that is
known to be slow to compute.
3. Reorganize storage – This includes separating frequently-accessed data into its
own files, and dividing large tables into subsets (called partitions). Ask a DB
Administrator (DBA) for help.
4. Don’t SELECT more than you need – Similar to #1, having less data in memory
allows more results to be stored there. Also, if rows are large, the data may be
scattered across the disk, making retrieval slower.
5. Create materialized views – This variation of a standard view actually stores the
results of the query in a table for faster retrieval.
6. Indexes – see next page
7. Make copies of data – This requires a synchronization process to keep the copy
up to date. People often try to access the cloned copy, unaware that if the synch
process fails, their data may be out of date.
8. Merge tables – This is called denormalization because it does the opposite of
normalization. Use as a last resort, because it reintroduces the redundancy you
just eliminated, and requires external logic to manage. The reason this is enticing
is because connecting large tables together can be slow. But have you tried other
tuning options first?
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• An index is an ordered set of columns stored separately (with their row IDs)
from a table. It provides a shortcut for the DB to get to the data needed by
a SELECT statement. The search criteria are one or more columns in a
table.
• Think of a book’s table of contents (in front) or index (in back). Both provide
a way to quickly get to content you need. Table of Contents lets you search
by chapter or section title, while a book’s index lets you search by term or
phrase.
• The rest of the table data—not part of the index—is stored elsewhere. Note
that if all a query needs to select is indexed columns, then the database
does not even need to access the main data storage.
• An index is faster than searching a table because the data is preordered
and the amount is usually much smaller. However, it’s important to create
relatively small indexes (small size and few columns).
• The example shown is very simplistic, showing row IDs that point directly to
the main table. Usually many levels are involved.
• Choosing indexes can be complicated. In large tables or queries with many
joins, it requires detailed analysis. You have to consider the cost of them,
because the database has more to maintain. Try to anticipate the ways in
which data will be most frequently searched.
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The RDBMS, developed in the 1970s, is by far the most successful design available.
Oracle and SQL are not going away. The point here is that there are better
alternatives for certain situations. We will look at some of these.
Problems with Relational databases:
1. Joins. When a RDBMS performs a query that involves connected tables (via
FKs), it must search the other table for the matching row(s). This can be slow for
large tables.
2. “Big Data”. This refers to the proliferation of large volumes of data streaming at
fast rates. The explosion of social media and use of sensors are two examples.
Separating data onto separate servers handles the storage problem, but then the
processing speed slows down.
3. Unstructured data. The explosion of email and social media has forced RDBMS
vendors to develop ways to store new types of data such as XML. Although some
DBMS’s have capabilities, they are often cumbersome to use.
4. Model first. With an RDBMS, you model then build the database. Unfortunately
this means the design must be complete before anyone can start storing data.
5. Change management. New requirements can force a sudden design change on
an existing database. Imagine having to alter the database and convert its data
regularly. RDBMS systems are too inflexible to handle rapid changes.
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• Dimensional models are intended for multi-criteria analysis of high
volumes of data. The database where you install this model is called a data
mart. They can be deployed on a RDBMS, but also other types.
• Star schema is the nickname for the type of model produced by the
technique. Dimensional models look similar and have these components:
• Fact: table that holds set of related metrics or measurements. Each
row in the table holds the result of a calculation for one combination
of all dimensions.
• Metric: derived calculation to be analyzed. Pre-calculating these
values speeds up processing.
• Dimension: table that holds attributes by which users want to sort or
filter the metrics. The fact table has FKs to each of the associated
dimensions.
• Note that the characteristics of a dimensional model are opposite of
relational. This is because (1) the data is supposed to be “good” by the time
it gets here, and (2) retrieval must be fast because the calculations are
complicated. The only data quality checking is data types. Therefore, you
would never use this technique for a web site where users enter data.
• A dimensional model is built to satisfy a limited set of analytical questions,
and therefore usually has only a subset of the original Logical model’s
attributes.
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• This is a visual view showing how three search criteria intersect to produce
a sales metric. A metric’s value is the intersection of dimension values.

• Instead of finding a particular intersection point, the user may wish to pick
only one dimension and explore how others vary across the selections.
This creates a “slice” (filter by value or range) instead of a single point.
• Example: The Product Manager is looking a complete history of
laptop sales at all locations. The Sales Manager is looking at sales
across vendors and time.
• To go beyond 3-D, most tools simply provide several drop-down lists, from
which the user can select the dimensions manually instead of visually.
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• These are examples of what the data in a data mart may look like. Only two
dimensions are shown.

• Note that the dimension tables may contain hierarchies of attributes, all
rolled down. Example: Vendor Type details are buried within Vendor.
Although this creates horrible redundancy problems, we want this in a data
mart for better speed.
• Dimensions are loaded first because they are parents. Dimension data
usually changes less frequently than Fact data.
• The data is as granular as required to support the deepest drill-down any
user will ever perform across the dimensions. (This is the grain.) The rows
in the Fact table represent the intersection of dimension values (metrics).
• Fact table data is pre-calculated as it is loaded. It consists of computed
statistics for each combination of dimensions, but not details. As shown
here, sometimes that means a bunch of 0’s and 1’s. To summarize to
higher levels, commands like SUM can add values together.
• The Dimension tables only store what is needed for summary reports.
Therefore, you would almost never see phone numbers, addresses, etc. in a
data mart.
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•
1.
2.
3.
4.

NoSQL, which stands for “Not Only SQL”, is a generic term for alternative database
products that have popped up recently. Some of their advantages include:
They better handle big data, through the use of structures optimized for it.
They are easily expandable and more reliable, because they can run on redundant
servers. We’ll see this with Hadoop in a few pages.
The overall cost is lower. Some NoSQL databases such as key-value are very primitive.
Most of the formats are generic. The structure is in the layout of the data. Therefore,
design changes do not usually require changes to the logic as often.

There are some drawbacks:
1. Each NoSQL category works best for certain situations. There is rarely a “one size fits all”
solution.
2. Because the technology is so new, there is no consistency across vendors yet.
3. It’s hard to find experts. Training is an option, but many companies are already heavily
invested in their RDBMS and have little left to spend on a new technology.
4. NoSQL databases sacrifice quality for availability and failure handling. Control of data
quality often lies with the programmer or user who creates the data.
•

•
•

Shown is a simple normalized relational database design, showing a partial LinkedIn.com
web site scenario. On LinkedIn, people can connect to others who share similar skills,
interests, employers, and other reasons. For simplicity, we are only considering
employment here.
On the right is how the data would look in a standard RDBMS. The data shows that John
Smith and Mary Jones linked to each other on 1/3/12, after John invited Mary to do so on
1/1/12. They worked together at P&G from 2009 to 2013, when John left to go to GE.
We will use this example in the pages that follow, to show how the same data might look in
a few NoSQL approaches.
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• A graph database uses pictures containing nodes, properties, and edges to
represent data. This is based on graph theory.
• Nodes are analogous to entities, except everything is an instance. There
may be an attribute (not shown here) such as a type that classifies each
one.
• Properties are like attributes, except they can also describe the
relationships.
• Edges are the relationship lines that connect nodes to each other. Usually,
this is where most information is stored. Note that edges have names,
which helps identify the purpose.
• Every node in the database contains a direct link (edge) to adjacent node(s). No
surrogate keys or indexes are used, because every node knows to which node(s) it
is connected. This allows graph DBMS’s to rapidly examine the connections.
• The example shows an edge named Invited that goes one direction. However, bidirectional edges are more common.
• Advantages:
1. Better support for M:M associative relationships, especially when the
depth is unknown or arbitrary
2. More compatible with object-oriented programming languages
3. No joins are needed
• Examples: Neo4J, OrientDB, Allegro, Virtuoso
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• A document (oriented) database is designed for storing, retrieving, and
managing text data having arbitrary content. Each box shown is called a
document. They support any level of complexity, and provide validation support
such as data type recognition.
• While the definition of a “document” varies, the content is usually based on a
format like XML, YAML, JSON, and BSON, or non-textual formats like PDF and
MS Office documents. Shown is JSON format.
Unlike a RDBMS, the structure is defined here by the data supplied to the
database, not physically built within it.
• In a standard RDBMS, every row must contain the same attributes, leaving unused
ones empty. Here, empty values are simply excluded, which saves space.
• In this example, note that the structure of one record can be a subset of another.
• Because the arrangement of the data is not hierarchical, formats like XML and
JSON are poor choices for social media connections. This is just an illustration.
• Advantages:
1. Unstructured data support. This design fits perfectly with data that has
free-form content while adhering to a structure (semi-structured). The
content does not have to be text.
2. Flexibility. New information can be added to some records without having
to update the layout of the others.
3. Generic Format. The arrangement of the data is specified at runtime.
• Examples: MarkLogic, MongoDB, Couchbase
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• Hadoop is infrastructure software for data processing. It was invented in
2004 at Yahoo. The goal was to find a way to quickly process huge amounts
of data. Google, Amazon and others have developed their own variations.
• Hadoop is not a database per se, but it includes a special file system using
NoSQL technology that can process huge amounts of data. Vendors build
software that uses the technology.
• Hadoop’s approach is to run applications with the data, and spread
processing over many machines. All computing on data is distributed,
instead of copying it to a central place first, like a traditional RDBMS.
Shown are the two approaches for contrast.
• Trivia: “Hadoop” is named after one of the inventor’s son’s toy elephant.
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• There are many benefits of having an enterprise glossary:
1. Centralizes approval of business content. Typically a Data Stewardship
team does this.
2. Centralizes record of data lineage between systems – see next page.
3. Allows users to learn about & find their data.
• Shown is just a small sample of the kinds of questions that a business
glossary can answer, depending on the content you choose to document.
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• It is important to maintain a central repository of data lineage: Where data
goes in the organization. There are two ways to look at this:
1. How business terms are represented in various types of data
locations (dark lines shown here). This “hub and spoke” approach
centralizes all connections to a common business term, so people
can traverse where data lands.
2. How data transfers between data locations (lighter blue lines). This
would include information on processing schedule, special
transformation rules, etc.
• How much detail do you need? It depends how much detail users ask for,
how much you have to document, how rigorous you want to test, etc. Find
the right balance.
• Documenting every single term-to-database column mapping is
usually unmanageable, and no one will read it.
• Doing nothing means people will create their own private
spreadsheets of favorite attributes and what database tables they are
located.
• Or, find a compromise: Connect a business term to the database
table or report section where it is used. This gives the users a
general feel for where their data goes, and can contact the team that
owns the database to get more specifics on how to query it.
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• The next few pages summarize some questions that can help drive
requirements discussions. The goal is to design a more robust database up
front, using the right technology with the right enhancements to make it
faster, more secure, and contain higher quality data.
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• These are general usage questions that help drive the need for additional
requirements discovery.
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• These are questions pertaining to the way the customer’s data is arranged
and used.
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• These questions pertain to the details about the data attributes. Some
answers may lead to model structure changes.
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• These questions deal with physical implementation issues, such as security
and performance. Although they could be answered later, it is safer to
involve a DBA up front to discuss these issues. Sometimes the answers
can affect the design.
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